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It's time to discover why Then and Now Bible Maps Book was the #1 Bible Atlas in 2007. This

amazing resource allows pastors, teachers and those who enjoy studying the Bible to compare

Bible-times with modern-day countries and cities at a single glance with the clear plastic overlays.

Contains 20 pages of full-color Bible maps and time lines comparing Bible and world history.

Hardcover book measures 8.5" x 11". Spiral binding makes it easy to use; opens flat for ease of

use.  Make your Bible studies and teachings more relevant with Then and Now Bible Maps. This

amazing resource contains: Maps of Bible-time regions with clear plastic overlays of modern cities

and countries outlined in red Fascinating facts revealing today s geography for Bible-time places 92

places Jesus walked Paul s journeys The last days of Jesus in Jerusalem Old Testament time-line,

The Beginning 1 BC New Testament time-line, 10 BC AD 100 A thorough index The maps and

modern overlays include: Middle East Old Testament Assyrian Empire, Babylonian Kingdoms and

Persian Empire Holy Land Old Testament (United Kingdom, Divided Kingdom) Holy Land New

Testament (inset of Jerusalem at the time of Jesus) Paul s Journeys There s really no easier way to

compare the geography of Bible times with modern day times than by using Then and Now Bible

Maps atlas. Now you can show your students as well as tell them about historical geographic

changes in the Middle East and Holy Land regions. Those you teach will be astounded to learn that:

 The ruins of Nineveh are in Northern Iraq near Mosul Noah s Ark probably landed in Turkey (Mt.

Ararat is in northeastern Turkey) Paul was brought up in what would be Turkey today (Tarsus). He

preached in Syria, Turkey, Greece and Italy The wise men were probably from Iran or Saudi Arabia.

 Then and Now Bible Maps includes: The Middle East during Old Testament Times Overlay of

modern-day Middle East The Assyrian Empire, Babylonian Kingdoms and Persian Empire Overlay

of modern-day countries The Holy Land during the time of the Old Testament Overlays of United

Kingdom, Divided Kingdom, modern-day Israel and Surrounding countries The Holy Land during the

time of Jesus Overlay of modern-day Holy Land with an inset of Jerusalem at the time of Jesus

Modern Israel Paul s Journeys (Roman Empire at AD 60) Overlay of modern-day Mediterranean

area The Old Testament Timeline compares Bible history and world history at a single glance: The

century Book of the Old Testament Bible history World history An inset of the kings of the Old

Testament  The New Testament Timeline that allows people to compare Bible and world history at a

single glance: The century Books of the New Testament Bible history World history An inset of the

life of Jesus, AD 26-30 Life of Jesus facts cover the following eras of his life: Jesus birth and youth

Jesus baptism and early ministry Ministry in Galilee Withdrawal fro Galilee Ministry in Judea  in

Perea Final week in Jerusalem Resurrection and ascension Then and Now Bible Map Book uses



larger, easier-to-read type than most Bible atlases. Pastors will want a copy of this resource for

themselves and to have several throughout the church as a ministry resource. An alphabetical index

makes research easy.
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This Bible map book has clear plastic overlay that show where certain places mentioned in the Bible

are located today! (It is also available as a set of overhead transparencies, which is ISBN

0965508234.) This spiral-bound book contains 12 full-color Bible maps, each with a clear plastic

overlay that shows modern-day cities and countries. Includes the following maps: * The Middle East

during Old Testament Times * Overlay of modern-day Middle East * The Assyrian Empire,

Babylonian Kingdoms and Persian Empire *Overlay of same areas with modern-day countries * The

Holy Land during the time of the Old Testament * Overlays of United Kingdom, Divided Kingdom,

modern-day Israel and surrounding countries * The Holy Land during the time of Jesus * Overlay of

modern-day Holy Land * Paul's Journeys (Roman Empire at AD 60) * Overlay of modern-day

Mediterranean area. The print is relatively large for an Bible atlas (not giant print, but not as bad as

some Bible atlases).This product is available many ways, so check the ISBN above and make sure

you are ordering the correct one, because this review appears on several different product pages.*

Sprial-bound book with clear plastic overlays - ISBN 096550820XÂ Then and Now Bible Maps

(Spiral Bound) (Then & Now Bible Maps at Your Fingertips)* Catholic version of the spiral-bound

book with clear plastic overlays - ISBN 1932645179Â Then and Now Bible Maps: With Clear Plastic

Overlays of Modern Day Cities and Countries* Spiral-bound book with clear plastic overlays - ISBN



096550820XÂ Then and Now Bible Maps (Spiral Bound) (Then & Now Bible Maps at Your

Fingertips)* Set of 12 Overhead Transparencies - ISBN 0965508234Â Then and Now Bible Maps:

Compare Bible Times with Modern Day (Then & Now Bible Maps at Your Fingertips)* PowerPoint

with more than 50 slides - ISBN 1890947733Â Then and Now Bible Maps (PowerPoint)* Pamphlet

(color booklet to fit in the back of a Bible) - ISBN 1596361301Â Then and Now Bible Maps

If you wish to order Bible Map Transparencies for use on an overhead projector.......then this

product is probably VERY good and possibly deserves MORE stars!!However, be aware that this

item is NOT a calendar, or a book.......but 12 separate and indivdual transparencies!If you want the

book format you will need to click on the words 'Spiral-bound' which will link you to the same

product in book format!

This Bible map book shows where places mentioned in the Bible are located today. This

spiral-bound book contains 12 full-color Bible maps, each with a clear plastic overlay that shows

modern-day cities and countries. Includes the following maps: * The Middle East during Old

Testament Times * Overlay of modern-day Middle East * The Assyrian Empire, Babylonian

Kingdoms and Persian Empire *Overlay of same areas with modern-day countries * The Holy Land

during the time of the Old Testament * Overlays of United Kingdom, Divided Kingdom, modern-day

Israel and surrounding countries * The Holy Land during the time of Jesus * Overlay of modern-day

Holy Land * Paul's Journeys (Roman Empire at AD 60) * Overlay of modern-day Mediterranean

area. The print is relatively large for an Bible atlas (not giant print, but not as bad as some Bible

atlases).This product is available many ways, so check the ISBN above and make sure you are

ordering the correct one, because this review appears on several product pages.* Spiral-bound

book with clear plastic overlays - ISBN 1932645179Â Then and Now Bible Maps: With Clear Plastic

Overlays of Modern Day Cities and Countries* Set of 12 Overhead Transparencies - ISBN

0965508234Â Then and Now Bible Maps: Compare Bible Times with Modern Day (Then & Now

Bible Maps at Your Fingertips)* PowerPoint with more than 50 slides - ISBN 1890947733Â Then

and Now Bible Maps (PowerPoint)* Pamphlet (color booklet to fit in the back of a Bible) - ISBN

1596361301Â Then and Now Bible Maps

The overlays are good, but three overlays on one paper map gets confusing for the different time

periods in history. It is difficult to read through the three overlays. I a reading the chronological bible

and I am trying to follow where these Biblical events took place and the cities invovled. In many



cases for the time period involved the cities are not represented on the map. Howvever,the time

periods chosen are good.Bill Huseonica

I have studied Bible maps from various sources for a long time, and use them frequently when I

study Biblical history. I have several other books, and use online sources and Bibles with maps

included. I find this book to be rather inaccurate in placing the cities when compared to the

preponderance of other available sources. It also seems to only show the more well known and

famous cities mentioned, rather than identifying as many places as have been identified that are

mentioned in scripture. I've seen much more complete maps. This book may be handy for showing

slides and "good enough" for the casual user or beginner in Bible studies, but I expected much more

from a book devoted to Biblical maps. If you're going to compile a work on such a specific and

narrow subject matter, you would think more effort would have been put into it.

Don't waste your money! I can't believe it came with a 'free download' to print the maps... there isn't

any way the Kindle version gives you the option to display the 'then and now' maps like in the

original hardcovered book (which I own and use frequently during bible studies). I wanted this book

on my Kindle to use during a recent trip, but I didn't have a printer with me :-( It's only the Kindle

version that was a major disappointment.
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